Clash of the Paladins: India's Hindu-nationalism in decline?

**HINDU-NATIONALISM IS GENERALLY PORTRAYED AS THE BIGGEST THREAT TO INDIA'S DEMOCRACY.**

The dynamics and outcome

Concepts:

**Cultural intrusion:**
Indians celebrate festivals outside their own borders, while the same is not observed in the West.

**Western culture:**
India celebrates festivals outside its own borders, while the same is not observed in the West.

**Festivals:**
India celebrates festivals outside its own borders, while the same is not observed in the West.

**Celebrations:**
India celebrates festivals outside its own borders, while the same is not observed in the West.

**Dynamics and outcome:**
Indians celebrate festivals outside their own borders, while the same is not observed in the West.

**Outcome:**
India celebrates festivals outside its own borders, while the same is not observed in the West.
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